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Clearedin for File Sharing

Organizations have increasingly moved to using cloud-based file sharing services like OneDrive, SharePoint, 
Google Drive, Box, and Dropbox to exchange information and collaborate both internally and with external 
users including partners, customers, and vendors. While powerful, these collaboration channels also create 
surface area for data leakage outside the scope of the intended recipients. Such inadvertent (or inappropriate) 
file sharing can lead to loss of Intellectual Property (IP), compromise of internal knowledge and systems, and 
compliance violations if the data contains customer, privileged, or other regulated data.

Clearedin gives you a powerful security and compliance layer to unleash the full potential of your collaboration 
channels while keeping your users and company safe. Clearedin can quickly spotlight which files are being 
shared with users that your organization does not interact with. More importantly, Clearedin can also show 
you which files are being shared via Anonymous links that can be propagated far beyond their original scope.

• Periodic and on-demand scanning of all file sharing channels

• Real-time scanning for OneDrive, SharePoint, and Google Drive

• Spot anonymous shares that can be forwarded beyond the intended
recipients

• Identify shares that haven’t been recently accessed that can be closed
down

• Click-to-remediate – Immediately take down any inappropriate shares
in real-time
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Powered by our powerful Identity Trust Graph, Clearedin quickly ascertains which files are being shared 
with recipients with whom your organization doesn’t typically interact. These events tend to be highly 
correlated with sharing a file erroneously via mis-spelling or other mistakes, or with inappropriate 
sharing with nefarious or malicious intent.

Any inappropriate shares are surfaced on the Clearedin dashboard, where they can be further analyzed. 
Security admins can also aggregate these incidents with other events across channels to identify threats 
related to that recipient via Teams, Slack, Email, and other channels. 

Any inappropriate shares can be immediately remediated. With just a simple click, your security admins 
can tear down those shares rendering them completely inaccessible in real-time. 
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Clearedin supports a broad variety 
of file sharing platforms including 
those provided by Microsoft and 
Google. In addition to SharePoint, 
OneDrive, and Google Drive, 
ClearedIn also protects your 
organization with robust support 
for Box and Dropbox.

Most importantly, Clearedin allows 
your administrators to quickly 
identify and remediate 
inappropriate shares across these 
disparate channels with a couple of 
simple clicks.


